5REHUW1%UDXQ (1914 – 2007)
Austrian pioneer researcher in general practice

His scientific reasoning started in his first year in general practice. He, who had been a
brilliant student at the University Medical school of Vienna, lacked the knowledge how to
apply all he knew on his patients. How come, that he was not taught this?
Following his antique model Hippocrates, by carefully and critically watching, by writing
down what he saw in his practice, he gradually realized that he was exploring a vast, but
unknown scientific territory. Braun made a clear distinction between traditional medical
science, initiated by Vesal’s anatomy, leading to today’s “molecular”- knowledge on diseases,
on diagnosing and on treating them. But this is only one half of the global medical science.
The other half of the globe is the VFLHQFHRIDSSOLHGPHGLFLQH, which lags far behind,
according Braun. The entrance in this field of research is not anatomy but epidemiology. In
Braun’s case this was (general) practice epidemiology. So his first books were on detailed
frequency statistics of patients’ complaints seen in general practice.(2,3) And he found out
that there is a sort of natural law of regular occurrence of disorders. A prerequisite for this
discovery was his consistent labelling of the complaints.
Braun continued his observations in his own practice, now concentrating also on the
diagnostic approach. In 1970 he published his first textbook on general practice, followed by
diagnostic protocols/checklists in 1976.(4,5)
His concern always was to see it as a challenge: How to apply medical knowledge best on the
patient in front of you, being aware of the constraints of time, means, money, manpower,
society? For him, this was not so much an art but rather knowledge yet to be explored in the
WHUUDLQFRJQLWD, in which he had laid routes and in which still a lot of research has to be done.
Road markings can be found in the writings of Braun.
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FRPSUHKHQVLYHDSSURDFK

The Austrian pioneer researcher Robert N
Braun (1914-2007) dedicated his life to
build a solid, scientifically based
knowledge on what is going on in everyday
general practice. In association with his
research activities, Braun imagined a
“house of general practice” of which he had
laid the foundations and whose fictitious
rooms are yet partly “furnished” by his
research findings.
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A critical, sober analysis of the
situation of general practice as a
specific discipline concerning
research, teaching and continuous
medical education.
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Braun comments on dramatic case
reports and bridges the gap between
theory and practice, between
experience and knowledge that can be
taught.

Integration, collaboration with other specialists in the fields of secondary and tertiary care
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Introduction of 12 ”windows” for grouping
the M NO P O of illness for statistical und
practical reasons;
for 87 different reasons for encounter Braun
provides protocols/checklists for the
diagnostic approach in primary care setting
- developed from daily practice experience.

What should be on the research
agenda?
To which extend can RN Braun’ s
books contribute to define specific
areas for research in primary care,
in order to establish this agenda?
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Features of all the books written by
Braun are highlighted and the
content is classified according its
matching with one ore more topics
on his own research fields, and
with the WONCA core
competencies, respectively.
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Standardised descriptions of terms,
applied to M NO P O /episodes:
U Presented signs and symptoms,
U physical examination and
investigation findings, hints at
checklists,
U diagnostic
of diagnostic certainty,
U degree
usual course of the particular
U illness,
other terms and especially
potentially life-threatening
conditions that need to be
U considered,
suggestions for coding in ICD
10/ ICPC2

Intellectual “ tools” (checklists, guidelines)
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This masterpiece gives an insight in the
complexity of general practice, 477 practice
encounters illustrate the theoretical
reasoning and the need for vocational
training.

Q#-E   The content of Braun’ s books
relate to one, but often to two or
three of the following areas,
identified by him himself as
specific general practice research
areas:
1) basic knowledge, 2) practicebased epidemiology (statistics on
M NO P O frequencies), 3) concepts for
the new special discipline: primary
care, 4) intellectual “ tools”
(checklists, guidelines), 5)
integration.
These areas correspond mainly
with WONCA’ s core
competencies:
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Victorian Academy for General
Practice (conducted under the aegis of
The Royal Australian College of
General Practitioners – Victorian
Faculty)
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A condensed version of Braun’ s first
textbook, explanations of the basics of
general practice and the new technical
terms; the new edition provides
further practice-morbidity studies and
gives an overview of frequencies of
health disturbances seen in practice
within four decades.

New terms, new concepts for the new discipline
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After only a few years in clinical medicine,
Braun provides a critical analysis of his
own work in practice and of the medical
profession in general.
The issues raised here will determine his
future research in general practice and will
be his lifelong concern.
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Braun explains what is meant by
research in the theoretical basis of
the profession of general practice,
namely “ e d_9[ M Ne e ]'N^p

P Y/[ pP \#[ de d_[ M Ne e ]` dN^Ne ]qP
NEYY/e [ P p*\CP p[ M[ ^P ” : a large chapter

on recording illnesses and its
pitfalls, pilot studies and
suggestions for research, such as
- looking at the various diagnostic
approaches,
- developing and evaluating
diagnostic checklists,
- time and motion studies,
- significance of r&N` M h c4s4er,N[ ` [ ^_ ,
of Y/d` P ^` [ Ne e ]'O P Z [ dsO,pP gPe d0Y7\P ^` O
in diagnostic reasoning,
- reasons for encounter,
- research on signs and symptoms,
- psychological aspects etc.
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Looking back at 50 years of research
in general practice, there is the
attempt to establish a scientific basis
for day to day practice in family
medicine and eventually in other
medical disciplines too: “ [ ^!c4s4` sZEP

NEYY/e [ P p*\CP p[ M[ ^PCM N^#N^p*\sO `bP
Z P OEP NZ M hP p*d^#N^p*` Ns _h`[ ^#Npp[ ` [ d^
` d#` Z0Np[ ` [ d4^Ne` P0t` bdd4uIu^dr&e P p_Pd4^
p[ OEPNOEP O!v .

Basic knowledge, scientific foundations for research in applied medicine
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Frequency ranking and description of 306
cases/episodes or Z P O se ` O,d cCMd4^O se ` N` [ d^ , as
Braun calls them from now on, in contrast
to Z P NO d4^O4cd4ZM d4^Os4e ` N` [ d^ .
He calls for a clear distinction between
accurate, definite diagnosis and a
“ classification” for diagnostically open
cases.
New
terms are introduced: r&N` M h cs4er,N[ ` [ ^4_
w
Nb4r&NZ ` P ^p*d c cP ^e NO0O P ^ ),
potentially/avoidably life-threatening,
dangerous developments (xb4rP ^pb4NZ
_P cyhZ e [ M hP*zPZEe ys c4P ).

Difficulties of morbidity studies,
categorization of the cases of
illness, comparison of annual
frequencies of cases, seen in 7
years of practice, discovery of a
“ Law of cases distribution”
({ye e P gP Z ` P[ e s^_O _P O P ` q ), i.e.
regular frequencies of occurrence
and distribution of illness. Braun
explains the importance this has for
establishing general practice/family
medicine as an own discipline.

Practice-based epidemiology
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Braun’ s scientific work blends in to
the topics discussed for a research
agenda. For long periods of time
Braun was a lone player in the field of
primary care research and worldwide
not known well enough. We find it
worth exploring his legacy.

